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Famed Journalist Delivers Speech at Farquhar
College Renaming Ceremony

;

LO O ~

suing 12 pages of questions regardby Todd Collins
ing the prospect of war in Iraq, and
collins@nova.edu
was granted 4 hours of President
CAMPUS
NEWS
,,_
~----·-----·--·---···---···-- ..-·----·--···-·. ,-,---------·- ---·
475 people turned out on Monday Bush's time in response. This is atesevening, February 10, at the. Rose and Alfred tament not only to Bush's candor, but
Miniachi P~rfoI'Il).ingAits Center for the cer- also to Woodward's standing as a jouremony.to inaug~ate the Farquhar College of ' nalist.
.. Arts and Sciences' new name. Guest speaker
Woodward wrapped up the cerwas Bob Woodward. Having achieved fame emony with a signing for his recently
New Physics Minor
. , for his part in exposing the Watergate scandal released book, Bush at War, which
pages
· during the Nixon era, Woodward is currently
chronicles
the activities
of major U.S. w oo d ward s1gne
.
d copies
. or h'1s 1a t es t b oo k , B ush at ,.ar,
..,
.
.
assistant managing editor of news for the
policy makers dunng the 3-month pe- at the end of the renaming ceremony.
Washington Post.
riod following September 11 .
During his 40-minute speech, which cenA 15-minute film was shown which docu- pearance marks the fust in what is planned
tered on the issue of and U.S. involvement mented the history of the undergraduate to be an annual series of distinguished speakand possible war in Iraq, Woodward employed school. Also speaking were Norma M. Goonen, ers at the Farquhar College of Arts and Scithe Socratic method, soliciting responses from Dean ofFarquhar College and University Vice- ences.
the audience. Noteworthy was the fact that he President George Hanbury. ~Woodward's ap:;_ ,· __,: (
i'*:,. ./ ~ .- .
.,-..
recently had contacted the White House, is- -:- .
Black History .M(Jfit~

pages

· ·
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NSU Gains National Honor Society Chapter

·~'~''"'''-

There are currently
more than
. 11~ ,. '
c·· ...,,'\\.
,,;~·422,000 m~mbers i1\J:he society, with. ~- ,
· •·· . . Ct ··. .
· ·,
representat1onat.over 1,000 cama.:-~
~
pusesintheU.S.PsiChihasmore
~
4
~.•c.ha?t~rs_ than any_ other ~on?r
"'l! a:
~- • •
1l
soc_1ety m baccalaureate .mstIC
. J. · -• - ..
- --::.zlto . .~ .. . _
tutrons a~d has the largest
y : & 'i
··,lL.· '1' _, . f.J
mer.nbershrp ~f ~y p~ychoQ
• · •, i -~
log1cal orgamza_t10~ m the
world. The organ1zatron ben- , 1· (..I • ;
hi a
efits psychology students by . . . ~... + #.
,.
offering 17 different scholar"1,
,. •
' ·.. ·.
. ·
ships and grants ~s we!! as 95
,~
. , . .. • • -~ ••
. • · . -research awards, mcludmg the
~ =
• ·
- .ii!
highly esteemed Newman
• · !',"',_,,
·•" • -t • i • JJ,;,.,f/:>+
Award for graduate research.
1.1A',li . ...,.
Interested students should contact
.
,;#'
the Division of Social and Behavioral
~.. . .
·
~
Sciences at (954) 262- 7941. Information is
also available at www.psichi.org.

by Todd Collins
collins@nova.edu

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT ~

.
On the afternoon or Wednesday, Febru-.
ary 12, !he ~at~onal hon~r s?ciety _in psyc~olo~y, Ps1 Chi, kicked 01f 1ts mcept10n at NSU
w1~~barbequeheldonthep!azaof$.,.~P'.11'ker
bmldmg. The _event was des1gn~d~ w:1 mau~~I celebrat10n, ~s ~ell as an _m.V1tat1on for
ehgr~le students to
Th~ entir~NSU commumty was welcomed; and over 150 students
were served.
To q~~ify as a member, stud~nts must
carry a mmunum 3 .5 g.p.a. and be m the top
35%oftheirgraduatingclass.Membershipis
open to undergraduates as well as graduate
students.
President of Psi Chi's NSU chapter, Martin A. Oyarzun, cites many benefits of membership, including higher pay for those choosing employment the field of psychology, and
urges the approximately 70 eligible students
at NSU to join.
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Psi Chi is represented at over 1,00 campuses in
the U.S. A Social and Behavioral Science Honor
Society, NSU b'egaii its chapter on· February 12.
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"'FhJ! 'ffig!it ,direct!y
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after :the; Columbia

disalt~rJs JiJii,ly ttl be s~irt ~ ause NASA
will ·d9liPl!'Hlh¢¢k everything On the next
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Editorial

N0te, from tae iditor-iri,.,£:lltfef' :
Jason Fraser

You ever waste a lot of time? I'm not
talking about the "sit in front of a TV for
hours" kind of time wasting, as this often
results in one enjoying one's self, or in
the best case scenario, actually learning
something useful. The kind of hard-core
time wasting I'm talking about is much,
much more insidious than that. Unfortunately, it is also the kind that I am most
experienced with. That is why I have decided to bring you a list of the worst hardcore time wasting (to be referred to as
HCtw) activities ever undertaken by mankind, so that you may either avoid these
activities and/or cut them off as they start
with a sharp blow to one's own head. Or
you could try them out at the office.

l) Attempt to swallow your own tongue.
First off, it's hard to make much progress.
If you do, you get to play the game of
"What do I before I choke to death? Uh
oh, too late."
2) Challenging yourself to an arm wrestling match. One of the many games in
which you are always the loser. Yes, I'm
talking to you.
3) Trying not to think about Polar Bears
for a full ten minutes. Go ahead and try.
Starting ....Now.
4) Anything involving the Internet.
Where else can you argue with a person
for hours on the meaning behind cheese?
5) Reading this column. Got you sucker!

e-mail ·~rr·..,,~·"
nctin~.*'
...
'111!~

Letters to the Editor
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Safe Zones or Walls?

Wasting Time Activites
·roo ~ \
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Over a hundred universities around the nation have . adapted a
Safe Zone for their gay, lesbian, and bisexual community, inlcuding
FIU, FSU, UF, and USF. Signs like North Dakota State University's
are posted around campus to identify sites on campus where gay,
lesbian, and bisexual students can turn. Yet, is this policy needed
at NSU?

By Dr. Gary Gershman, Ph.D.
Humanities Division
A small debate is ensuing on the NSU
campus regarding whether a safe zone policy
should be instituted. The debate centers on
the fact that diversity is not generally recognized on this campus. The argument is t~at
members of the gay and lesbian co~uru~
do not feel comfortable openly e~pressmg ~err
sexuality and do not feel there 1s a supportive
environment for their sexual onentat10n.
Let me preface my comme~ts by noting
that! have no issues with ANY lifestyle. How
one chooses to pursue their personal life and
personal relationships is their business and
they should be free to do so without. fea~ of
recrimination, discrimination or ost~ac1zat10n.
However, the recent suggestion of.the
implementation of safe zones at NSU has raised
red flags for me.
A safe zone is a nationwide program t~at
has been instituted at numerous uruvers1ty
campuses in an effort to promote what is_referred to as a "safe haven" for gay, lesbian,
straight, bisexual, and transgender members
ofthe co~R_M1D:1ty. To ql!pte one of the _
uru"ltJ,,
sities that has safe zones : "The goal is to_let
people know that they can be, themselves w~thout/ellr ~f.,l \'tr~~-m f!11f~~Ylws~c~\ Vl_9i~n£e
•
ag~m.s,t_tp,.rmtr1hep~.~ ~tt~f(l\Spons,ors..~J>J!i..
1passive ap_
~ri11:teractive programs to eql.lgl!Je;
- ~ the ,c;omnwnjtY, about d1ffer~nt sexua~ 0
tions, homophobia, tolerance and w;uty m-the
community." Identifying individuals who can

Fan mail:
" J. More explosions- With Israel and Pales-

tine hogging all the good terrorist explosions, suicide bombers, and whatnot; I feel
the USA is being left out. Come on, I haven't
seen a good explosion in over _Cl yea,_- now. "
Very classy to write in the school newspaper.
I wonder if the "editor-in-chief' sat down and
thought about the number of students from
the Middle East and New York. Also, as a
New Yorker I'm extremely offended by what I
read. People c!id not die in these situations so
that you can make a feeble attempt at a joke.
No wonder "The Knight" has been going
downhill in recent years. "One Thing That
Would Make 2003 Totally Kickass": no more
stories from Jason Fraser.
Sean Leahy
Sigma Alpha Mu, Epsilon Beta Chapter
Brotherhood/ Risk Management Chair

Editor's Resp~nse· Too offensive? Well then,l'll
refrain frotn giving you the offensive response
I was planning on. Let me just say if was freaking hilarious and involved two donkeys, a
midget, France, a particularly large cucumber, and yourself I'm sure you can picture it
now.

Editor-In-Chief

university campus, should feel free to express
him or herself without recrimination. The idea
that one must start small and work to the
larger environment is not acceptable to me.
To break down racial discrimination in this
country it was not "let's just get Selma to
desegregate and then we will go to Albany
or Anniston." The approach was instead that
the country as a whole must integrate, and
the civil rights movement will use certain
spots as flashpoints to attack the inequities
in the system.
The idea of a sign, sticker, etc. that designates a specific area is repugnant to me.
As one who would have had to wear the Ye llow Star 60 years ago, I am repelled by the
idea of placing a badge on an area as being
for or against a specific lifestyle or group of
people. The marking of individuals or areas
as particular to a specific race, religion or way
of thinking, by use of a symbol, while perhaps innocent in its design, can have insidious implications.
Finally, the issue of safe zones for me is
political correctness run amuck. I spent almost 1o years of my life in one of th~astions ofpohtical correctnes"s;'i>uk:
sity, an~
s frankly left me with a very
sour tast~\ i!i.my mouth. The suppress10n of
ideas thlW!bok place and the exclusion of
those-~ ' l [tfnot follo-w,~t ~litically c?~rect forin~\v.as mcred1hlv,deuressmg. Poht1, ca~so~~ on!~
lei sysfemof"exclusi~..,
it is decrying. We do notwant that here-at
Nova.

Jason Fraser
Business

Carlos E. Vi/laran
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Dennis Heard
Layout

· Myriam Georges
· Copy Editor

Todd Collins
Advisor

John Ribar PhD
Contributing Writers

Kareem Shaker
Medha Gandhi

The Knight serves Nova S0utheast-

~er-

.o1c

ern University's Farquhar College of.
~..
'A"rts and S{iit nces from its location in

e Knight is NSU's established ve-~~;~' ..,;;;,,y
for the tf~
issio~ student

EWE~•,(•

provide a supportive environment as weij as
information for LGBT students and their allies
effectuate this goal. Thus certain areas are designated as "safe."
·
There is no question that the goal of such
a program is admirable. It is important to note
that I favor diversity. I favor the free exchange
of ideas and I want all to feel comfortable m
this environment. However, despite those desires and th~ admirable goa_ls expressed
through the program I am very apprehensive
aboutthe institution of such a program at NSU
for a variety of reasons.
The idea of segmenting the campus, nots ·
ing some areas as s~fe, is creating walls; iJ i_s
the formation of small ghettos. The 1mphc1t .
idea of such a designati,:m is that the non- ·
designated areas are not safe, or are accepting
of intolerance. The reality is ALL of the cam~
. pus should be a safe zone. Anyone with a minority viewpoint or lifestyle, especially on a

.
To increase diversity at the University,
or rather the acceptance of diversity (this is
one of the most diverse campuses I have ever
had the pleasure of being on) needs to be an
institutional challenge as a whole. From the
bottom and from the top, change must take
place. Such change has recently begun, as
NSU has joined the ranks of those businesses
and universities that offer domestic partner
benefits. Designation of zones allows those
who are already ignorant or choose just not
to know to continue in their lack of knowledge. The goal should be to educate those
who surround us, to bring them into the 21"
century. Walls keep out as much as they keep
in. The ghettos of Europe kept the gentile
out as much.as it fenced the Jew in. We want
a campus void of fences and walls. We want
an environment where ap individual p o mattei: his race, religion of$exmtl oriehtatipn fe~
comfortable in every ctimer of it.
· '

Manager

Distribution Manager

reporting, opinion, and arts. All community members are invited to contribute anyth ing t hey desire to The

Knight.

The Knight is readily available at
many sites around the main campus.

DISCLAIMER: Editorials, commentaries, and advertisements in this publication do l)Ot neces~arily exp;re~~the
views of.the University or its officials,
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Nova students to attend international conference

Physics Minor Now Available

by Kareem Shaker
shakerk@nova.edu

by Kareem Shaker
shakerk@nova.edu

for students to perform, "We design the experiments in such a way that it is easy for the

On April 11-15, 2003, a research team
headed by Dr. Edward 0. Keith will be attending an international science convention in San
Diego, California. The team wiB be presenting
the results of research done here at Nova.
Dr. Keith, along with Dr. Lester Janoff of
the College of Optometry, has been working
on a research project that studies the effects
of tear proteins to contact lenses. Dr. Keith
was interested in proteins for a number of years
and first studied milk proteins as a professor
at Nova during the early 90's. He began looking into tear proteins and saw thatthey very
similar to milk proteins. In order to incorporate student learning and experience; a group
of about a dozen students joined Dr. Keith in
his research. The experiments are· designed

students tolearn," said Dr. Keith.
The research team has found that tearprotein adhesion to contact lenses contributes
to lens contamination and deterioration, and
depends primarily on the type of contact-lens
material used. The research performed promises to yield advanced techniques for testing
new contact materials and the efficacy of cleaning technologies.
- ·so far the research done has provided for
the publishing of a report in a scientific journal
and another report to be published soon. They
will be presenting two presentations entitled
"Adhesion of albumin
to
FDA
Group_. ... contact lenses" at the conference
they will be attending in April. Contact Dr. Keith
· at edwardok@nova.edu for more information.

If you're like me you get a kick out of calculating the momentum, of a spitball and subsequently the average force exerted when you
nail Dr. (fill in name here) in the back of the
head with it. Or maybe not.
At any rate, there is now a physics minor
being offered here at Nova. Physics, while being probably the most practical science, can
be useful for all types of students, including
future doctors, c·omputer engineers, and super dorks. The minor consists of 18 credit hours
at the 3000 level or above. The minor may include up to three hours of independent studies, up to three hours of special topics, and up
to three hours of mathematics. Students will
be required to take classes in modern physics,

electromagnetism, and mechanics, while selecting from a number of classes on optics, biophysics, and advanced math. For more information contact Dr. David Simon at
sirnond@nova.edu.

Acadelmc- Serv~ ij pJeas.ed to
announce a series of Workshops
. .d to ifflltify ESL stu(}ents'

~-and-to.help-~ un~:-

stantJ specific p,;ot:,lem areas. Among
the $ffl covfflid''MJI be: Writing.
~wary. Oramtnar.~iari@n.
~
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_New Bill to Repe.al Higher Education Drug Provision

.

Staff Reports

~

~-~

Drug provision has denied 100,000 students financial aid for college in four years
stacle to students seeking education after high
school," says Ben
Gaines, Coordinator for
the Coalition for Higher
Education Act Reform
(CHEAR). "Frank's bill
*
~'
truly embodies the desire to see change re- · Rep res e n ta ti v e
fleeted by the 100 stu- Barney Frank bas
dent government reso- been an ?~pose~ of

cessive punishments have spurred on hunRepresentative Barney Frank (D-MA), . dreds ofcollege campuses a movement dedialong with 38 co-sponsors, todayteintroduced cated to changing the nation's most draconian
H.R. 685, a bill which would repeal the Higher drug laws.
EducationActDrugProvision.' Since 1999, this
"Representative Barney Frank deserves
drug provision has denie_d roughly 100,000 the gratitude of thousands of students for
.· college students convicted of 4r'ug offenses once again leading Congressional efforts to
access to federal loans and grarits. These ex- repeal what has become the number one ob-

~,A
''M,
j

.

the prov1s1on srnce

lutJ.ons and nearly 60 let- its implementation
ters ofendorsement from in 2000
national and local organizations supporting full '
repeal of this misguided and destructiviiaw." ~ ~ ~ - - ' - - ' - - - = - - - - " - - - - - - - - - " ''"'-""c..J
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H.R. 685 is expected to gain quick bipartiNew exhibit displays
san support from 62ko-sponsors of the repeal
century-old dental office
measure in the 101th' fimgress .CI1ith-g11pcbming weeks, groups supporting the' repe·ar will
increase grassrootsfpressure forrtlore co-spdn- rL
sors.'"We are planing congressional visits and
rallies on over 100 college campuses this spring
to educate greater numbers oflegislators about
the harinful impact of the HEA Drug Provision," s'ays Shawn Heller, National Director of
Students for Sensible Drug Policy.
"There'; is dear evidence to ~uggest that
because of facial profiling and o$er forms of
discriminat(onin the criminaljustice systenI,
Blacks.and Hispanics
disproportionaly targeted, arre$ted, and convicted of '.Qrilg :of~
fenses.The~efore; a policy that deni~s firian~
•The 1913 mahogany dentai offj~e i~ an au(;iitl aid'· t-0 p~ople with drug convictions has a . .tlrentic r~plica~on. It W~S curated.\.lind as- .

to change and availability'. Tax not lncludeo:
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aod black6uts apply.'
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,sembled by A:Iv1n Krasne; DDS, who :w_as ap~
pointed Director of DeiltaU\tusem llnit Ar.tifacts by Dean Ulchfn, Plactd behin~ a. glass.·
enclosure uactet rut1ogen Ughts, the :replica .
can . be . viewed iii the waiting i'ol)m \ of th_e _ l
. . ,.- _,.. . .
,, -_ . , ,·
. .
·
.
ground noor of the CoHege.. of Den tat Medi·
discnmmato~ <lemalpf educatmnal oppoffil" ;. ,; cine ma iii tteatment clinic.
. .. '

racially: d1sqnm,matocy impact, ~ays Wade ·
Henderson; Executive Direc~or of~be Leader•
• ship Conference oil Civ11Rights ·
natirin's _
. oldest and fafgest civil rights co;litiori. ,;'l'be\ ..

the

. nities to minotj:ty' students sh~u,ld pe repealed.'' ' . . .
.
. .
·. . . '
· Some ofU:ie44 natiol¥llorganit.a.tions that ·. tioriAct Re~orm: (~AR) represent millions of ·. ·
support repea(of~e fIEA Drug'Provision 1n- ·._Ameripanswho know that itii, counterpto<luc- ·•
elude; the National EdtJcation Assodiation- . ti\(etorefusefulanc:ialaidtostudentswhocould .
America~ Federation of:Teachers; ,.i rnit~d .· -better themselves an& · their commu~ities
.. Methodist Chutch; National' Association- 'of .. through education. CHEAR's grassroots
Student;FinariciaIAidArunini~tors; NAACP-t .·_
.· p~gn continues to gain momentum.as greater
NAADAC; The Association for.Addiction Pro.., ·• , numbers of'.students lose aceessfo higher edu~
, fessiQilals; R.ainbow/P~SRCoat_ition;Sfudents ··,cation each year. See the etltire list:of g{otJj,s
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I am writing in response to reading the advice
provided to students from Stan Philanders regarding their personal difficulties. Some of
the students' concerns are of a very delicate
nature (e.g. weight/body image concerns, sexuality issues, and alcoholism), and I believe that
more educated and helpful advice should be
provided. I am interested in finding out the
credentials of this columnist in providing advice on such serious matters (i.e. psychology
training). Also, the grandiose labeling of all
thin girls to be anorexia or bulimic, in order
to make the person writing to this column
feel better about her weight concerns, is highly
inappropriate. This column appears to serve
an entertainment value to the paper rather .
than a place for students to receive much
needed help. Your attention to this matter is
requested.

; ,;30 Minute ·Fitness &. W:eight: Loss Centers"

Special Student Rate!*

only

$-99.00
.

·

~t~11 .!?'11/Mt,lers:

per semester

Fast -Fun-Fitness
Conviently located across from Nova Southeastern University

(Shoppes of Rolling Hills)
2855 S. University Dr. Davie

(954) 472-4872
*Must present current student ID or payment receipt. Some restrictions apply.

seemed to not want to talk to the advice seeker
and who looked at her in disgust,]" that does
not entail "all thin girls." Further still, I think
that I am unqualified to offer you advice regarding your problem. Remember, as you said,
this column serves as "entertainment," and so
does my response to you.

Henah Gupta,MS
Clinical Psychology Doctoral Student
Nova Southeastern University

Dear Stan Philanders,
I work in a small business after school doing
copy work and stuffmg envelopes with flyers
to promote more business. I work with maybe
four other women and three guys. All young
adults. I'm having a problem with how unsanitary the other ladies leave the women's
rest room. I'm no clean or neat freak but I'm
highly disgusted how young beautiful girls
can be so nasty by not flushing after using the
toilet and leaving personal items in the bowl
for everyone to see. This issue has been addressed to all the girls but the problem seems
to be getting worse. I want to keep it clean,
Miami Florida.

Dear Writing in response to reading [my] advice: I would like you to define "more educated and helpful advice." I'm also interested
in finding out your credentials in judging advice. I find highly inappropriate your choice of
the word "grandiose" when you referred to
my labeling of thin girls, and recommend your
consulting a dictionary before submitting a
letter. Further, I recommend you sharpen your
reading skills since I narrowed the scope of
labeled thin girls to "those thin girls [who

Dear I want to keep it clean: I t seems to me
that the girls at your job are lazy and have no
respect for themselves when it comes to hygiene and personal sanitary items knowing that
the bathroom is being shared by a number of
people. Maybe your company should put a
lock on the door or some type of security pass
on each stall for entry. This way you will be
able to isolate the problem and maybe put a
stop to this. Remember, cleanliness is next to
godliness, or so they say.

Geta
higher score
anytime,
anywhere.
,m;;, <M~Ci• <3~ :t •~t~+i• t •tj •·

The .J.adaot1 ~ "·· 12.- weel< tn«,nre Tax Couf"5E',
h 's eas.y. It's smart. And its

Enroll with Kaplan and study at any of our 160
Centers nationwide-or online·at kaptest.com.

Classes are filling fast! Call today!
World Leader in Test Prep

.JACKSON JIIID

1 ·800-KAP·TEST
kaptest.com
"l°H9t MrtKlS
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The Jackson Hewitt 12~week lncom~ Tax Course.
There' s • huge potential dientele out theH~.
Which coukl add up to ~x1ra money tor you
working as <1 tax preparer:. Calf 1 -800- 234- 10-40
or log on to VvWV.r.i.acksonhev-.i t t.(:orn .
M.'lkP more tTIOf'i~y .dnd ni.-ke m :..r e of yo;.c&r~e4t
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Beta Theta Pi's Self- Defense I Student Government In Action I
Workshop
By Kareem Shaker
shaker@nova.edu

By Kareem Shaker
shaker@nova.edu

A few of us have been around long
It's been a busy semester for the brothers enough to remember Jamaican M~ Crazy. For
of Beta Theta Pi. The brothers have already those that haven't, it was a quaint little "food
completed several very successful events and shack" at the Parker Building before the conhave a host of others still planned.
struction of the several million-dollar library
· The self-defense workshop, which took and its over-priced coffee shop. Back in those
place after the "Take Back The Night" rally at days, you could get a cup of coffee on your
Goodwin, proved to be a very successful way to class or a bag of chips during break.
event. A self-defense instructor was brought Now you have to walk to the megalopolis we
to teach a group of about thirty students how call "the library" and spend four bucks on a
o sur,vwe fill attack. A lot of people who heard cup of coffee. Ain't that convenient?
,Pt)Ut ,the evem but were not able to attend
Members of the NSUSGA have alreaay
1ave asked for another workshop, so we will acted on this by passing a resolution 1asr se.,eeo vo u posted on the date of the event.
mester. lfvou are in support ofhavmg a food
·others of Zeta Mu ~fBeta Theta vol- facility ba;k at the Parker building please rind
.meered for the Love Jen tesnval for the tourth a oetition and sil?n it. ','ou might see this peu-:ar ma ro\v. ,hey have a,so naa a soctal ;1, 1m , tton or another one that suppons the appomt'.'hi Sigma Sigma and the Fifth Annual Mardi I ment of a student leaaer onto the :--TSU Board
, ,ras party. Future ptans for this ~emester m- ' · or Trustees . fhe second petnion is just as 1md ude another pany, a number of volunteer ponant as the first one and we need your supevents including habitat for humanity, and the· port on both of them so please contact any
se cond self-defense workshop. Co ntact senator and sign it.
betazm@coollist.com for more information.
Along with the petitions, SGA has also
planned many events, including a spring break
trip, NSUSGA day, and several constituency
meetings. Be on the lookout for a free-raffle for
SunPass units and toll for the semester. Contact NSUSGA@list.nova.edu for more information.

Pi
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Black History Celebration, 2003
By Myriam Georges
gmyriam@nova.edu
From February 17 through February 20,
the Pan-African Student Association, along
with the Caribbean Student Association, and
Student Activities, celebrated and remembered
Black History Month. The festivities began
with an Afro-Caribbean Food Festival. Held in
front of the Parker building, the student body
was given the opponunity to sample dishes
and music enjoyed by the black community in
-\menca and the Can bbean.
)n Tuesday. Feoruary 8. PAS ...\ presented Adora Obi Nweze. ·virh this years Out,;randmg South ;:-1 ondian A.\1,arci. A former
\JSU ororessor. ~ weze is the state ores1dent of
he '\i ationai Assoc1atton ror the Advancement
ofC0lored People . She also works as c1istrict
ri irector or alternative education ana ctropom
prevention programs in the Miami-Dade
County public schools. Upon acceptmg the
award, Nweze urged students to give back to
the community upon graduation.
"Remember the community at-large and
share with your community what you learn.
You live in a community that yearns and needs
what you have learned during your college
studies It's more than making money," she continued. "If you don't give back, then your community will be destroyed if it is not informed of
what they need to know."
Wednesday was movie and game night in

J
Adora Obi Nweze. president of the NAACP \fl,.,
honored by PASA with the Outstanding So u
Floridian Award. Nweze whose name me,lr
"daughter of the community" urged studrn i.to be active in helping their community to gno,,

the Rosenthal student center, where a knowledge bowl was also held. A coffee house and
poetry night was held on the last day of festivities.

!'

for more information call 1-800-234-RIDE
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Sf.,,-ef.ch Y()Vf'Se/f. 'i<e~C'h f()f' the St~f'S.

Be 4 le4t:ler

-- an undergraduate Orientation Leader for the Farquhar College of
Arts and Sciences.

Applicants must be currently enrolled at
NSU as undergraduate students, plan to re.main enrolled as uiidergraduatc students
for Fall 2003, and be willing to serve as
leadefs during ·o ur Summer, Winter and
Evening Orientation Programs.
Benefits include tuition stipend, leadership
experience, fun, and the thrill of knowing
you've made a difference in the life of a
new student.
Applications are available in our division offices, Office ofNew Student Services- Parker 131, Office of the Dean ofStudents- Rosenthal JOO and Residential
Life- Goodwin Lobby. Application Deadline is Friday, March 28, 2003.
Contact: Carmen Sosa, Senior Academic Advise,; 954-262-8222, sosac@nova.edu
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· Tommy Gillette

Height: 6'1
Weight: 170
Eye Color: Greenish Blue
Hair: Bleached-Blonde, Spiked Up
Age: 20
Birthday: October 4, 1982
Grade: Sophomore
Curent G.P.A.: 3.8
Major: Sports and Wellness (Sports Man-

r

agement) and Finance
,-· -·-·

I am a soccer player for NSU; I have starteffat
central defender for my first two years. I also
enjoy playing other sports. I see myself as a
fun-loving guy with a sarcastic sense of humor.
I also enjoy going downtown with friends, going to the movies, and partying. My music tastes
are extremely varied, from rap to alternative
rock. I am easy to get along with as well as laid
back. I enjoy meeting new people so this shall
be fun.
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Wanna go to the Biggest
Party of the Year?

1
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Long ~Dista nce and yoli could
a trip to the MTV Studios .
AT&T College Communications

r
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AT&T

MUSIC TELEVISION®

Ge t a FREE MUSIC CD o f your c h o i ce w h e n you se l ect AT&T.
NO CALL OR PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. ELIGIBILITY: Open to legal residents of the 48 United States. District of Columbia, and the U.S. Virgin Islands
who are 18 or older as of 8/1/02. Void in Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands, Hawaii, Alaska, and where otherwise prohibited by law. Two Ways to Participate: A.) To enter by
signing up for AT&T Long Distance, AT&T One Rate" 7¢ Plus Plan and/or the AT&T AnyHour International Savings Plan: Call 1-877-COLLEGE between 12:00:00AM
Eastern Time ("ET"} on 8/i /02 and i 1 :59:59PM ET on 10/31 /02 (hereafter referred to as the "Promotion Period") and provide the required information to the operator or IVR
prompt to receive one entry into the sweepstakes. Limit one entry per, household for each plan. B.} To enter by mail: Hand print your name, complete address, zip code, age,
daytime telephone number, email address, college or university name, school status (pll'.ft) (if applicable), and the words "AT&T College/MTV Back to School Promotion" on a
plain 3"x 5" paper and mail it in a hand addressed #10 envelope with first-class postage to: "AT&T College/MTV Back to School Promotion", P.O. Box 13084, Bridgeport, CT
06673-3084. limit three entries per person and per household for the duration of the Promotion Period. Prizes/Odds: (1) Grand Prize: 4 day/3 night trip for winner and (3) guests
to the MTV New Year's Eve Party in New York City on 12/30/02-1/2/03 consisting of round trip coach air transportation from nearest major airport in the U.S. to winner's residence ,
suite hotel accommodations for (4), ground transportation (to/from hotel and the airport), and total of $1,000 spending money (Approximate Retail Value "ARV"ao$6,000). Actual
value of p rize may vary ·depending on winner's city of departure. Insurance and all applicable federal, state and local taxes on receipt and use of prrze , if any, and any expenses not s pecified above a re the sole -responsibilit y of winner. A random drawing will be conducted on or about 11/14/02 from among all elig ible entries receiv ed. Odds of winning
th e Grand Prize will depend on the total number of eligible entries received. Subject to the Official Rules available by visiting http://www.att.com/college/rules or by sending a
se lf -add ressed, stamped envelope by 11 /1102 to: AT&T College/M1V Bac k to S cho ol Promotion, PO Box 13106, Bridgeport, CT 06673-3 106. Sponsor: AT&T, 340 Mt. Kembel ,
Morristown, NJ 07960 Promoter: DVC G roup, Inc .. Morristown, NJ 07960 CD O F FER : Consumers who have signed up for the AT&T Long Distance, AT&T One Raw• 7,;; Plus
Plan and/or the AT&T AnyHour International Saving Plan during the promotion period, in addition to being entered into this Sweepstakes will be sent a Sony online gift certificate
which may be redeemed at www.sonycertificates.com toward a ·select CD from the Sony Music "Hot New Releases" Catalog (Approximate Retail Value "ARV"=$15}, while supplies last. The Sony online gift certificate ·w ill be included in the AT&T fulfi11ment package. Terms, conditions, and restrictions may apply to the use of the on!ine certificate and
PIN. Limit one CD per person, e-mail. address, immediate family member, or household. Please allow 6-8 weeks after redemption for delivery.
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1·5-Mar
Baseball

vs

Lynn University

@NSU, 7:00pm

@NSU, 6:00pm

Warner Southern

@NSU, 5:00pm

Barry Tournament

@NSU

Softball
Barry Tournament

@NSU

16-Mar

vs
Felician College, NJ

@NSU, 7:00pm

vs

Softball

Eckard

vs

@NSU, 1:OOpm

Taylor

@NSU, 2:00pm

·20~1ar
Baseball

vs

8-M.ar

26-Mar

/

Baseball

Baseball

2-Mar .

Softball

vs

vs

Softball

25-Mar

Eckerd

Softball

1•Mar

9.

William Patt~rson
c~

@NSU, 6:QOpm

28-Mar,
Baseball

vs
Harvard

@NSU, 7:00pm

Basebalf
'{S

Reg is

@NSU, 1:OOpm

21-Mar
Baseball

13-Mar
Women's and Men's Basketball
Regional Tournament

14-Mar
Softball

vs

vs

2·9~Mar
Baseball

vs

Bloomfield

Harvard

@NSU, 7:00pm

@NSU, 7:00pm

25-Mar

30-Mar

Baseball

Baseball

vs

vs

Barry University .

@NSU, 7:00pm

Harvard

@NSU, TBA

All NSU home Basketball games are played
in the George Meyer Gymnasium located at BCC.

Northwood

@NSU, 6:00pm

L

All NSU Baseball and Softball games
will be played at their on campus facilities.

~
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Ad~ Entertainment

10
ftltbu'im Review

Eyes Adrift

Eyes Adrift

by Jason Fraser
jfraser@nova.edu
If you were an influential and/or successful rock artist in the 90's, what would you do
now that your band is gone and musical tastes
have changed? The most popular answer seems
to be "Form a Supergroup ala Temple of the
Dog!" We' ve seen Audioslave and Zwan try
their hand at making a comeback so far with
their debut album, and while they haven't completely flopped, they also haven't been spec- Curt Kirkwood, former guitarist for the Meat
tacular efforts. Now we have Eyes Adrift, a Puppets, Krist Novoselic, former Nirvana bass
collaboration between former Meat Puppets player, and Bud Gaugh, former Sublime
guitarist Curt Kirkwood, former Nirvana bass drummer, have formed the supergroup Eyes
manKristNovoselic, and former Subl_irne drum Adrift.
.
pounder Bud Gaugh. Being a Meat Puppets else could approximate this man's style?), and
fan, I was looking forward to hearing another Gaugh has the talent to take the place of
album with Curt's distinctive musical style and Puppet's drummer Derrick Bostrom. Unfortuguitar talents. What I got Wl,\S a slightly better • nately, when placed next to these two musithan mediocre album not unlike those released cians, and in a situation where he must match
recently by the other supergroups.Cris Kirkwood (Puppet's bass player), Krist
Eyes Adrift starts out strong with the very Novoselic really comes up short. A few of the
groovytrack'SleightofHand',andmoveson tracks, most notably 'Dottie Dawn & Julie
to the album's first single' Alaska.' Both tracks Jewel' and 'Telescope' have opening riffs that
have a distinctive feel that is different than have already been laid down much better by
most of the other work Kirkwood has done, the Puppets (See 'Magic Toy Missing' and
and reflect the band's talent nicely. The next - 'Violet Eyes'); and the rest sound like cast off
track 'Inquiring Minds' would have been tracks better relegated to that status. All in all,
stronger if Krist would have left the vocals to a disappointing· effort as it starts off strong,
Curt, and feels a bit too much like a recycled but quickly goes downhill. Lets hope that a
Meat Puppets song, but still has some redeem- sophomoric effort is made in which Krist stays
ing value to it. From here on, the album starts away from singing (as he did in th<; band with
to drag and begins to sound more and more the other Curt), and where Curt5,ealizes that
like a collection of Meat Puppet B-sides. This even though their names ·sound the same, Krist
would not be so bad since Curt is there (who can't match th~ technical profic16n~y\ofCris.
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Movi:es

More Fun than a DartJn t he ·Neck ·
{ Todd Phillips; the director and writer of
"Road Trip" antl-"Frat House," returns to the
_
director's chair with "Old School"-theADHD
_.
. child of"The Roy~ Tenenbaums" and "AmeriComedies. Whoever thought up the idea can Pie." .Most 0 f,the gags in this movie are
of "let's compile an hour arid a half of_jok~s either eye-popj,ing~lapstick or clever little oneand wrap it up in a plot like a'funny-burnto" IS liners; however, there were theses lines, deliv-_
a genius. Everi mediocre comedies are worth · ered like only Luk~ Wilson can, that resonate
those one ortwo laughs y_ou have alone or, as and reverberate in your:brain until five secflike; with as many friends as P()~sible. Thus; ._ onds later.
fall but of your chair laughing,
combining my desire fo goofaro~d with my
Regardless ofi the delivery, most of the
sense ofresponsij)ility to.myjob;J called lllY: witticisms hit honte; however, "Old School"
':friends and
all gathered our ~gs '.and went. .doe~ not bat 1.000: porti-0n-0f the humor was
to check out a screening of latest raunchy, dry . -. overdone,. checi.y, .i,ndjus~ not that funny.• Amenc;m9om¢dy"OldSch(.l{)L''.
noteventhat''yoµ'~e-gotcfo-iave,-it~bec~us~~
, _ Mitcli M~in (Luke Wilson)\e~Joy~ h~~ _ it'Mheesy"
~ls~. the plot was terrible,
-Hf.e. ,That, is untilhe finds out that:his·w~fe is :-·- but wedidn'.t see this movie because it was a ·
the q1rator ofari orgy club that ilf.e~ts 1~ his rivetigg tale ofa m~'; struggle. 'fie sawthe
bedroom every n~w and1hen. Now, \lis fr:iencls : film becaµse we "knev,. we'd have good time _
,F rankJlnd Beanie (Will ";Ferrell a'fid Yin"1e : ' and we did·(all11ght, so ifis 1nyjob·foo). . . .
:.Wughn)belp him getori withllis life byfmd, ' { '--·-overall;' tlJ.e,mov'ie scores six J>Qint ,five
___ -ing him a decent hame ·and giving hitn a ga:Ja: - out ten darts iri the ne~k. "Olii School" is eshouse warming bashJhat wins
instant sentialiy what you' q see,nSatticday Night,Live
.. -_ ¢ult fame; ho"'._ever, the hoµse._!5 .cm CamJ>us _ _-- could say inothe~ rcker•and have KY Jelly
·-· · :and the dean wants ''the gQdfaAier," .as Mite~ ., ·~estting;m;tches·.,@bviously, don't btin~.t!ie
. is caUed :pt>st party, out M.itc~, F_rarik,, ~n~ kids to tfus one; ~ is rated R:Thereis altriQst
' :Beanie, ~rmined to stay, deci4eJo Stl111;~~Jl' · 'tO() :much naked (iritoxicat~d ijeanie runni~g
;own fratemityto .abio~ by sch~ol policy. The;• ·arounq,: But. that's tije '. Way we like our Will
hilarity 9ontinues. . - . . . -. -- . . f'e~II~""jt1'<>utashr~(fofdigpify:: .

by Dennis Heard
SpyboyXXX@aol.com
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~pcoming·:A&E Event.~
_
02/26/03
. .
,
Voodoo Glow Skulls, Irish Car Bomb, The
Disasters
The Factory; Fort Lauderdale;FL _
.

.

•'

. ,:

_
_ 02/28{()3 ·
. .
· _SuiR 41, Authority Zero, No Use._Ji'or A Naeje·
:Ovation; Boynton 'Beach,FL

03!J4-l 6/03 , -

,Paula Poundstone

_ _03/07/03
Mates o,CState; folish, Rainer -Maria
.
American Club; Miami,FL
'.\

Jhe lll)j)rov; Miarni,,FL
OJ/18/03

_ _ __
'
·Queens Of _The _Ston!'-_Agee'•
.
. 03/08/03 , - _ .·
_
Cliiture Room; ForLLaudetdale;FL
~ - L_o ve & Special Sa1Jce-, Medesld M11rthi •nil
, '
_
:· ·
Wol)d, Cbariie Hu11ter D110 · 1tnd:~ore •- ·__
, _.
· 03/22/03
Langerado Music.festi'vlil; Fort Laudeidale,EL
!>l)lt~a :Music Festival"
Size., Oiese) Boy, '
,•
• . Paul Oakentold, .J-osli Win-k,- DJ ~asba; and
_0:3/14/03
.more
Bon J6vj°; Goo Goo Dol•s:
Bayfront Park, M.iami;FL
Offic·e .Depot Center; -· suiirise,FL

Roni

j' -

FrlUl,k Blai;k.&-Tbe Catboli~s, . Jt~vid

Uv~ring

. - --- The Factory, -Fort Lauderda"ie,FL: .: .
'
. ':
-.:

03/29/03 _. ':

Aoi "D.Wr.anw,
Calhri!'-!,

>"

Commonbolld

Fest; ficill~ood,FL

. il3!i9t-03 • -

z 'Live . Crew; }~sane Clown: Posse. ·_ Ovation; B6y11ton Beach,FL
.
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Benihana is Japanese for "A Great Time in Fort Lauderdale"
by Dennis Heard
SpyboyXXX@aol.com
Japanese food is becoming more and more
popular in America these days and with due
cause, but some are hesitant to indulge in the
delicious and healthy delights from the Far
East. With the addition of sushi to the already
extensive menu at the new library (LITRC), I
decided to review a classic Japanese staple in
Fort Lauderdale that I had never had the privilege to frequent until now: Benihana.
We (as always, try to go out with as many
people as possible) put our name in at the
door on a Saturday night and they told us to
wait about 40 minutes (pretty typical of a walkin at this time). The decor of this place is pretty
top notch. Although when you first walk in to
the restaurant all you see is blank walls, cash
registers, and computers, once you enter the
dining rooms or bar/lounge area things pick
up. The main dining room is filled with beautiful furniture, classic Japanese art, and numerous hibachi grills. For those who aren't familiar with hibachi, a hibachi is a type of charcoal
brazier. In most restaurants that offer hibachi,
you sit around the hibachi while your own
personal chef cooks for you in one of the most
dynamic and entertaining fashions in the din-

ing industry, i.e. removing the tail off a shrimp
with two knives and flipping the tails in a perfect arc to the dip in his hat. There is seating
outside that puts you right on the intracostal,
a beautiful scene for a more intimate scenery.
The lounge/bar/sushi bar area is standardnice, but nothing special.
Once we were seated, we started the meal
off with a Rainbow roll ($9 .00), which is eight
pieces of crab, cucumber, avocado, and rice
inside a nori (seaweed) wrap with tuna, yellowtail, and avocado outside. The sushi here
is a fresh as it gets and ranks up there as some
of the best.
For the main course, we sampled three
dishes: hibachi chateaubriand, Benihana Delight, and the sashimi dinner. The hibachi
chateaubriand ($15 .00-21.00) is a 9oz cut ofbeef
sauteed in garlic butter and hibachi vegetables
served with homemade Japanese onion soup,
house salad with ginger dressing, and steamed
rice. The cooking performance alone is worth
the price of admission but the melt-in-yourmouth chateaubriand makes you want to live
at the restaurant. The Benihana Delight with
chicken and shrimp ($18.00) is a mix ofchopped
chicken breast fresh shrimp in a brown sauce
served with the same adornments as the
chateaubriand. Again, a drop-dead tasty dish

here accompanied by an amazing show. Last
on our tour of entrees was the sashimi dinner
($18.00) straight from the sushi bar. It was a
beautiful arrangement of 12 pieces of fresh
sashimi Gust raw fish). You really don't get the
full, true flavor of fish when it is cooked (or
anything for that matter, hence why mediumrare steaks are so popular with steak fans),
and Benihana sashimi had flavor galore. The
highlights of the dish were the Spanish mackerel, octopus, and blue-fin tuna.
Impressed with the dinner so much, we
opted for dessert. Unfortunately, the paucity
of dishes on the dessert menu didn't leave us
with much of a choice. It was either ice cream,
sherbet, or fried ice cream, and the fried ice
cream only comes in strawberry. Not in the
mood for ice cream, we skipped the unimaginative selection.
Overall, Benihana lived up to its reputation and scores an eight out of 10 trembling
shrimp. The service was absolutely fantastic,
the dinner was sumptuous, and the evening
as an experience was remarkable .. . unlike their
desserts. It's definitely the place to go if you
wish to have a special night with four or more
friends or a unique treat for you and a noteworthy other.

Benihana
276 E. Commercial Blvd
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33308
Telephone: (954) 776-0111

Lunch:
Mon - Fri 12-2 pm
Sat 1-3 pm
Sun l-4pm
Dinner:
Mon-Sat 5-11 pm
·· Sun 4-.10 pm
Prices

Lunch: $6.25-$10.25
Dinner: $15-$31
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Start your own Fraternity!

PAK
MAIL
s.

Meditation
Gatherings I

CHAPTER. FOR THOSE WANTING ACADEMIC SUCCESS,
NETWORKINGOPPORlUNmESANDACHANCETOGAIN
FRIENDSINANON·PLEDGINGBROTHERHOODE·MAIL
ZBT@ZBTINTERNATIONALORG
ORCAui.soo.431.9674

t

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs G Student G roups

. ice
. cream store needs PIT responsible
.
A Davie

~ 1,

and honest person to _work m the eady afternoon and evenmg shifts. Great environment
d ·11
.
an w1 tram.
Please call (786) 486-1896 or (305) 318-2225
to make an appointment. ~ust speak fluent
English and eligible to work m the U.S.
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quickly, so get with the program! It works.
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cont~~ CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238,
or v1s1t www.campusfundra1ser.com
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... to study Karma and Remcarnat1on

\

OR MAYBE INDIA?

j •

...tolearnBuddha'sNoble-EightfoldPath

J

WALK THROUGH AN EGYPTIAN

I

TEMPLE'
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Put more wisdom in my life...
Register _Now!
.
.
Introduction to Philosphy and Metaphysics
starts:Wednesday,January29,2003,8:00p.m.
cost: $95
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$1,150.00/MO 1 YEAR LEASE
(954) 907-2298 KEVIN
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$500.00 CASH REFERAL FEE!
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*Receive discount with Student ID.
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and get hooked up with 2 FREE.TRIPS and VIP

I tr~at~ent!:

Also ear_n extra ,qis~ an.d ~onus
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prizes JUst for promoting Stu~tCI~~Calhl 0 800-293-1445 ore-mat
sales.@studentcity.co,, tod~rt.
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Tommy Gillette
Height: 6'1
Weight: 170
Eye Color: Greenish Blue
Hair: Bleached-Blonde, Spiked Up
Age: 20
Birthday: October 4, 1982
Grade: Sophomore
Curent G.P.A.: 3.8
Major: Sports and Wellness (Sports Management) and Finance

I am a soccer player for NSU; I have started at central defender
for my first two years. I also enjoy playing other sports. I see
myself as a fun-loving guy with a sarcastic sense of humor. I
also enjoy going downtown with friends, going to the movies,
and partying. My music tastes are extremely varied, from rap
,. to alternative rock. I am easy to get along with as well as laid
back. I enjoy meeting new people so this shaU be fun ..

- David Shumanis
American Capital Trust
Retail Mortgage Lending
8330 State Road Eighty Four
Davie, FL 33324
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Attorney At Law''
412 Southeast 23rd ,Street
For:t Lauderdale, ~lor.i,<!!lt 3J~16

Low Money Down
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NSU just opened a new se1;ice to help our
student populatwn.
We are located in the Leo Goodwin Hall
building in office #110.

! Guarentee! REPS WANTED! Organize 15 friends ! l
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Charles H. Rubenstein

First Time Homebuyers .
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l FREE DRINKS and 150% Lowest Price! I
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SPRING BREAK 03
i l.
i
954-423-2425 ext. 17
"th Studentc·,ty•com•• ll li Are you looking for Off-campus Housing? ii
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'.· The ultimate vacation in ca_ncun, Bahamas,

_
823 769 2

Residential Mortgages ·
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7085 NOVA DR.,
1 BLOCK TO.NOVA AND UNIVERSITY
DRIVE

(9 54) 450-6284 Fax (954) 437-8951 !
r •
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Minutes from campus.
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When :Mon&Thu (3-7pm)
j:
Job: Monitor and assist students' class work. j
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'MlerebeingNATURALisnotrend,
but, NATURALLY

J ;l

Math & Reading P/T Assistant
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much more!
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NEW: 3 BEDROOM - 2 BATH CON- .,, , .
DOMINIUM, 1260 SQ FT., 2ND FLOOR,
POOL VIEW, BBQ AREA, UPGRADED AP'"1l'
PLIANCES, WASHER/DRYER, SECURITY
SYSTEM, TILE PATIO...

P.S. Free box for Shipping when you show us I I
your Valid School I.D.
.
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Natural Hair Care Salon
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Reasonable and Affordable
j Mazatla~, Acap~lco, Jamaica, and more! l ·1
j 3911 Davie Blvd Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 33312 I i Packages include airfare, 7nts hotel, FREE FO~D, ! l
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East African Hair Village
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c~rnrow~, yarn braidi~g,
m1crobra1ds, lock retw1st,
weave extensions ... and much
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Including kinky twists,
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BRAIDSLOCK.SWEAVES
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NO LINES ... NO WAITING
Two Months Free On a One Year Mailbox
Rental
Monday thru Friday 10:00 am to 6:00 pm
Saturday 10:00 am to 2:00 pm
Closed on Sundays
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GOING HOME?
LET PAK MAIL PACK AND SHIP YOUR ..
VALUABLES WITH CUSTOM PACKING,
SHIPPING, UPS; AND MUCH MORE. WE ARE
AT THE CORNER OF UNIVERSJTY DRIVE AND
I-595 YOU CAN CALL US AT 954.577.3054
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on any style all winter
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IN 2003 I WILL GO TO TIBET!
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Winter Special

Earn $1,000-$2'.000 this semester ~it_h a proven .;i .
CampusFundra1ser 3 hour fundra1s1ng event. l :

O~r prog~ams mak~ ~undraising e~sy
with no risks. Fund raising dates are filling
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ZETA SETA TAU IS LOOKING FOR MEN TO START A NEW
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CALL: 954.797.8009

realty
misc .

3 Bedroom Condo / For Rent

1

1819
University Drive, Davie
"We Ship Anything Anywhere"

I !

6191 Orange Dr. Suite 6173-L
Davie FL 33314

employment
merchandise

Win a Date with Tom!
Send responses to
nsunews@nova.edu

Telephone # 954-262-6468
· offcampus@nova.edu
Contact: Charles Silver
Off-Campus Housing Coordinator
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1i 't ,.,..You can find us_on the web ~t .
l l hJ!!J)://www.nova.edu/cw1s/studemafiaITs/reshfe/
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